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Bashful Bunny meets Big Bad BruinThe school librarian, Violet Caldwell, is in for a
surprise this fall.There's a new faculty member at Gasparilla Junior High.He
appears to be an unassuming history teacher, but Violet knows better.He's
dangerous.He's dominant.He's her mate!All she can think to do is to run...and
hide!(It's not her finest moment, but...)She's riddled with anxiety.She's frightened
of everything.She's on the verge of a panic attack!B.E.A.R. (Bruin Evaluation
Assessment and Reconnaissance Specialists) series, Book #1: Knox and Violet.This
series, B.E.A.R.S., is a spin-off of the Cybermates series. Although it's not
necessary to read Cybermates to enjoy B.E.A.R.S., there are references to
characters and places in that first appeared in and are explained further by reading
the Cybermates series. THIS BOOK IS INTENDED FOR ADULTS.This is a steamy
paranormal shifter fantasy romance series with an HEA and no cliffhangers. Fans of
Zoe Chant, Terry Bolryder, K.F. Breene and T.S. Joyce may like this shapeshifter
series.
A beauty and her beast... Gretchen has been falling for the Gryphon of Sanctuary a
little more each hour she spends in the Castle library. He reads to her, he tells her
stories of the real history he lived, and surely he notices her growing affection.
Only he hasn't. Or won't. But every moment she doesn't confess her love brings
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her closer to the doom she fears: the Sisters of the House of Lamidae need her to
have a human's baby. And Alek is anything but human... Alek looks forward to
finding Gretchen in the Castle library. Her smile calms his inner beast. Her
happiness reminds him there is beauty in a world out to destroy his kind--Others.
Supernaturals waiting for a way to leave Earth and return to their world. But
Gretchen makes him want to stay. But Gretchen is off-limits. The House of Lamidae
has a present destiny, and his duty is to protect them. Not fall in love. Key Words:
wolf, werewolf, werewolves, dragon, dragons, vampire, fairy, fae, faerie, siren, postapocalyptic, dystopian, shifter, romance, paranormal romance, suspense, erotic,
action, adventure, fantasy, texas, western, small town, futuristic
An English knight with inner demons meets the Scottish lass who will kill those
demons.... Following a terrible tragedy that robbed him of his wife, the dark and
fiery second son of the Wolfe of the Border finds solace in battle.... Quick to
temper, and an aggressive fighter, Troy de Wolfe is at the helm of his father's army
when it subdues a smaller castle south of Kelso. Assuming command, Troy is in the
heart of Scots territory and the Scots aren't happy about it one bit. Trying to gain
peace with a powerful clan, Troy is tricked into fighting a warrior of the clan chief's
choosing. Imagine his surprise when that warrior turns out to be the clan cheif's
daughter... And Troy is forced to marry her. So begins a very volatile - and very
funny - relationship between Troy de Wolfe and Rhoswyn Whitton Kerr. But the
contentious relationship soon becomes one of genuine affection and eventually
love, and Rhoswyn must call upon her warrior skills to save her husband against
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those clansmen who would see him harmed. Follow Troy and Rhoswyn to the end
of their happiness rainbow among the gentle hills of the Scottish marches.
1231 A.D. - After a nasty skirmish along the England/Scotland border at Bog Wood,
a badly wounded knight has crawled off to die. As women from the Clan Scott fan
out across the battlefield to collect the spoils of war, one woman breaks off from
the pack. She is sickened by the tradition of stealing valuables off the dead and
runs off to hide. In her hiding place, however, lingers the badly wounded knight.
The young woman is frightened at first but she tends the knight and saves his life.
Little does the Lady Jordan Scott know that she has just saved the life of the
dreaded English knight known to her people as The Wolf.... Several months later,
peace is proposed along the border. An English groom is offered to a Scots bride.
The Lady Jordan Scott is that bride and her groom is the aged and powerful Earl of
Teviot, John de Longley. When Lord de Longley sends his mighty and hated army to
collect his new bride, the captain of the army personally retrieves Lady Jordan.
When Jordan looks upon the fearsome English knight, she realizes there is
something oddly familiar about his voice. When the man finally reveals himself,
she sees that it is none other than the man whose life she saved, Sir William de
Wolfe, the Scourge of the Scots. William has never forgotten about his Scots angel.
As he escorts her back to Northwood Castle to wed his liege, each passing minute
sees him fall more hopelessly in love with her. Jordan comes to know the man
beyond The Wolf of legend, and so the love story begins. Join William and Jordan in
a tale of true and utter devotion, of a love that bleeds beyond the boundaries of
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Scots and English, and where loyalty, friendship, and family bind them all together
in this uncertain and political world. These are the dark days of dark times, but in
the midst of a treacherous world of secrets and hatred, William and Jordan share a
love that is only dreamt of.
Sisters, Super-Creeps and Slushy, Gushy Love Songs
Bearly Breathing
The Way to a Bear's Heart
No Greater Love
The Dark Lord
Tropical Plant Science
The year is 1180 A.D. and times are very dark. England is lawless for the most part and the
people live in fear. Rising to power during this time is the vicious and brutal knight Ajax de Velt.
His mission is to conquer a large stretch of the Scots and Welsh border, commandeering wealth
and property along the way. He wants to be the most feared and powerful warlord in all of
England, Wales and Scotland, and he is well on his way. The last in a long line of dark and
brutal warriors, Ajax is the most ruthless and ambitious knight in the Isles; even the heartiest
warriors fear the man for his coldblooded tactics. More than that, his bloodlust, as well as his
sheer skill with a blade, is legendary. But as Ajax and his army conquer the latest castle in his
plans to secure the borders, he unexpectedly meets his match in a spitfire of a woman named
Kellington Coleby. Beautiful, intelligent and feisty, Lady Kellington refuses to surrender to the
man as handsome as he is brutal. The warlord and the maiden go head to head in this
unforgettable story of love, battle, devotion, fear and adventure.
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TOP SHELF INDIE BOOK AWARD NOMINEE 2019 GOLDEN FLOGGER NOMINEE 2018
“Why do I get the feeling that you’re indulging me, Samantha?” Her eyes widened innocently.
“Me, indulge you? You should be so lucky. Oh no, this is all self-indulgence.” Rhone has ducked
trouble many times. As an undercover agent, you see a lot of shit. But this time trouble came
wrapped up in an alluringly seductive package. Samantha Frazer. She's good with her hands . .
. er, at carving wood. She's even better with her mouth . . . huh . . . snippy little thing. Also, her
aim is dead centre. She's gunning for his heart, in more ways than one. From the moment
Samantha lays eyes on . . . um . . . all of him, she's hooked. Rhone Greer is mouth-watering.
He's also one of the owners of Club Devil’s Cove and the most compelling Dom she’d ever met.
He's hot, controlling and hungry . . . for her. Desire and manipulation make strange bed partners
as Rhome and Samantha combust between the sheets. The game is on. Who will bite? Who’ll
get devoured? Unbeknownst, a sinister plot is underfoot and everyone is a target. As ghosts
from the past resurface, there is only one question to be asked. Who will live . . . who will die?
Look at Helen Baylor today and you don't see the anguish of childhood molestation, the
isolation resulting from teen-age pregnancy, the desperation of being strung out on drugs, the
vulnerability of being homeless, the numbing fear of having witnessed a murder or the pain of
being forced to sell her body. You're too caught up in the purity of her singing, the anointing on
her voice. You hear the joy of a changed life. As a gospel singer, Helen has few peers. There
are many who are better known than she but few who can sing from such depth of conviction -and with such passion. Her story is raw and compromised. She tells of becoming a teen-age
singing sensation, of joining the cast of Hair, of hooking up with the Ike and Tina Turner Review,
the Captain & Tennille, a Chaka Khan and Rufus. Then she tells of her friendship with cocaine
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and her promiscuity. She tells of bright highs and dark lows. She tells of the underside of life
and of her glorious deliverance through Jesus Christ. For Helen Baylor, there truly is no greater
love.
Authentic. Applied. Accessible for all. Your key to unlocking sociology.Striking a key balance
between accessible and rigorous through its narrative writing style, relatable real-world
examples, engaging integrated activities, extensive pedagogy, and coverage of theory in every
chapter, Sociology Unlocked speaks directly to students to help unlock their
sociologicalimaginations.
The Wolfe
A History of a Divided Country
Bowser the Hound
Project Based Teaching
His Devil's Heat
Twelve Years a Slave
His Devil's Wish is book 3 in Club Devil's Cove Series. “I . . . you . . . Dr. Brodie, you can’t . . .
we can’t . . . you’re my boss.” “Ah yes, that I am. Thanks for reminding me, Paige.” Paige Scott
saw it coming. She had been living a double life and had hoodwinked the delicious Dr. Brodie a
time or two . . . or three in the past. It wasn’t her fault. He was irresistible to her. As her boss,
he captured her heart. As her Dom, he owned her body. But this game of cat and mouse is
about to get wilder and Paige has nowhere to hide. Ethan is a suave beast on the scent of his
prey. Prude Paige whets his appetite, while the sensuous siren at the club satiates his hunger.
There is one problem though. He can’t get enough. Paige brings out the devil in him. Even as
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he pushes her limits and demolishes her boundaries, he loses himself more and more in her
splendor. Her beauty subsumes him. As Ethan and Paige explore the thin line between love
and lust, a nefarious plot is underfoot. The Sixth Order is colluding in cross-border crimes and
hundreds of innocent lives are at risk. Ethan and Paige find themselves confronting a common
enemy and a chance to finally put the past behind them. Will Ethan, Rhone and their team be
successful in uncovering the festering roots of corruption? Or will it be too little, too late?
Editor’s note: Gird you loins and strap on your seat belts. This is going to be a fast, thrilling and
sizzling ride. Remember to breathe, occasionally. Although each couple achieves their HEA
in every book they should be read in order for best reader experience as there is a back
storyline throughout the series.
New York Times, USA Today, and International Bestselling series No matter how hard I've
tried to let go of Mister Black, the memories of us together torture me. They're an unforgettable
reminder of a life I can't have for many reasons. Burying myself in work mostly keeps thoughts
of him to a screaming minimum, until he's thrust into my life under circumstances beyond my
control. Despite my need for his protection, this time I'm not sure if I'm strong enough to
survive with my heart intact. He is Black: a fierce protector and irresistible charmer. I am Red:
a trouble magnet and rainbow weaver. Together we ignite. Explosive colors merging at the
hottest melting point. NOTE: BLACKEST RED is part 3 in Sebastian and Talia's story in the IN
THE SHADOWS series. Their story must be read in the following order: MISTER BLACK (part
1), SCARLETT RED (part 2), and BLACKEST RED (part 3).
John Irving's memoir describes the author's involvement (and lack thereof) in five of the films
that have (and have not) been made from his nine novels. My Movie Business focuses
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primarily on the thirteen years Mr. Irving spent writing and rewriting his screenplay of The Cider
House Rules, for four different directors. A Miramax production, the film was finally shot in the
fall of 1998 directed by the Swedish director Lasse Hallstr m (My Life as a Dog), with Michael
Caine in the role of Dr. Larch. The Cider House Rules is a November 1999 release. Mr. Irving
also writes about the failed effort to make his first novel, Setting Free the Bears, into a movie;
about two of the films that were made from his novels (but not from his screenplays), The
World According to Garp and The Hotel New Hampshire; and about his ongoing struggle to
shepherd his screenplay of A Son of the Circus into production. In addition to its qualities as a
memoir - anecdotal, comic, affectionate, and candid - My Movie Business is an insightful essay
on the essential differences between writing a novel and writing a screenplay. Never have the
two forms of storytelling been so lucidly compared and contrasted; the details are memorable,
the examples clarifying. My Movie Business includes photos by Stephen Vaughan, the still
photographer on the film set of The Cider House Rules.
Keon is stuck between a rock and . . . a soft place. He has his daughter back, but Lauren
Francis is part of the package. Keon is torn between his love for his daughter and his insatiable
desire for her adopted 'Mommy'. Lauren has a guileless sensuality that is hard to resist. Not
only is she encroaching on his space, she's invading something deep within him. The urge to
corrupt her is too strong. Lauren is weary. She feels like a new born fawn, finding her legs for
the first time. She finally has a chance to move ahead in life, away from all the ugliness of the
past. She's been a thirsty traveler for so long and Keon represented a balmy oasis. He is hot,
talks dirty and is a complete beast in bed. Lauren is helpless as he plays with her body and
heart strings, alike. The world falls away as fates collide and destiny gets rewritten. Keon and
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Lauren sizzle as the games heat up in Club Devil's Cove. Keon exults in Lauren's passion and
submission, while Lauren revels in Keon's gluttonous need for her body . . . and her soul.But
the demons from the past refuse to lie low. The dangerous game is just heating up. No price is
too high. No life is too precious. Life is a masquerade. Keon, Lauren, Rhone and Samantha
must dance to the tune of the devil. The band must play till the masks come off. But when it's
time to draw the first blood . . . all bets are off.EDITOR'S NOTE: Keep a warm blanket and a
bar of dark chocolate handy while reading this hot & suspenseful book. You'll need to hide your
hands and keep your mouth occupied. Happy reading!
Sissy Dreams: From Boyfriend to Girlfriend
The Northern Question
A Resource for Writers, Rappers, Poets, and Lyricists
DarkWolfe
Letters and Journals Relating to the War of the American Revolution, and the Capture of the
German Troops at Saratoga
Dragon Taken
In an age of skepticism and disenchantment, people long for something that satisfies our mind's
search for truth and our heart's desire for beauty and meaning. Stand Firm: Apologetics and the
Brilliance of the Gospel argues that the gospel satisfies both of these needs. It is true and rational,
but it is also inherently attractive and provides meaning and purpose. In short, the gospel is
brilliant. It is brilliant, in one sense, because of the broad variety of evidences for its truth. But it is
also brilliant given its beauty, goodness and the meaningful life it offers. The book provides up to
date responses to questions about the existence of God, the reliability of the Bible, Jesus and the
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resurrection, and the problem of evil. It also treats unique topics such as understanding truth,
knowledge and faith, the claims of alternate faiths, religious disagreement, etc. Each chapter
attempts to connect these considerations with the gospel so that we may stand firm in our faith.
Serenity had no idea that dragons existed. She knows she's weird, but she's pretty good at hiding
the occasional incident of her hands catching fire. When she has the worst day of her life, though,
she discovers that the world is not quite what it seems. Just like that, she's whisked away into a
world of dragon shifters, and four in particular seem intent on her. Can she accept her place in
this new world of dragons? Or will she break under the pressure? Dragon Taken is a Reverse
Harem Paranormal Romance.
My Guardian Gryphon (Sanctuary, Texas #6)KS Publishing
He was convinced he'd be a bachelor for life. And then he met the girl of his dreams.Jordan
Reeves has fully embraced the carefree, uncomplicated bachelor life, figuring that the poor
example he'd been provided by his parents of so-called marital bliss was reason enough to remain
single. He's more than content to date one woman after another and never even consider settling
down, especially since the only female who's ever seriously caught his attention belongs to another
man.But during a vacation in Hawaii, Jordan unexpectedly meets a woman who could very easily
change his mind about the joys of bachelorhood. Aubrey Larson is young, gorgeous, fun-loving,
and has a wicked sense of humor to match his own. She's also a dead ringer for the woman
Jordan's had an admitted crush on for the past few years, enough to be mistaken for her twin.
Aubrey recognizes the handsome Doctor Reeves as a player of epic proportions the first time they
meet, but even her usual disdain for that type of male can't diminish the overwhelming attraction
she feels for him. But as their relationship deepens, Aubrey has no idea that becoming involved
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with Jordan will lead to a startling discovery about her own past, and cause her to question his
true feelings for her.
Apologetics and the Brilliance of the Gospel
The Helen Baylor Story
His Devil's Wish
Dentists
The Word Rhythm Dictionary
His Devil's Desire

Ally knows her super-efficient big sis Linn finds their
chaotic family a bit ... exasperating. But when Linn falls
for Q, the tearaway lead singer in a local band, all her
sensible ways go out of the window. Everyone else can see
that Q's a creep, but does Ally have the courage to burst
Linn's heart-shaped bubble?
It's no secret that in today's complex world, students face
unparalleled demands as they prepare for college, careers,
and active citizenship. However, those demands won't be met
without a fundamental shift from traditional, teachercentered instruction toward innovative, student-centered
teaching and learning. For schools ready to make such a
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shift, project-based learning (PBL) offers a proven
framework to help students be better equipped to tackle
future challenges. Project Based Teachers encourage active
questioning, curiosity, and peer learning; create learning
environments in which every student has a voice; and have a
mastery of content but are also comfortable responding to
students' questions by saying, "I don’t know. Let's find out
together." In this book, Suzie Boss and John Larmer build on
the framework for Gold Standard PBL originally presented in
Setting the Standard for Project Based Learning and explore
the seven practices integral to Project Based Teaching:
Build the Culture Design and Plan Align to Standards Manage
Activities Assess Student Learning Scaffold Student Learning
Engage and Coach For each practice, the authors present a
wide range of practical strategies and include teachers'
reflections about and suggestions from their classroom
experiences. This book and a related series of free videos
provide a detailed look at what's happening in PBL
classrooms from the perspective of the Project Based
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Teacher. Let's find out together. A copublication of ASCD
and Buck Institute for Education (BIE).
Highclere Castle, known as 'the real Downton Abbey' bustles
with activity at the best of times, but it is never more
alive than at Christmas. Christmas at Highclere is a look
behind the scenes at the routines and rituals that make the
castle the most magical place to be throughout the festive
season. Lady Carnarvon will guide you through Advent,
Christmas preparations and Christmas Eve all the way through
to the day itself, and beyond. Learn how the castle and
grounds are transformed by decorations, including the
raising of a twenty-foot tree in the saloon, the gathering
of holly and mistletoe from the grounds. All the intricacies
of the perfect traditional Christmas are here: from crackers
and carol singers. The festive feeling is carried through to
Highclere's Boxing Day traditions, the restorative middle
days and the New Year's Eve celebrations. This book also
tells the story of historic Christmases at Highclere - of
distinguished guests warming themselves by the fire after a
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long journeys home through the snow, unexpected knocks on
the door, and, always, the joy of bringing family - and
staff - together after a busy year. As well as telling the
stories of Highclere Christmases past and present, Lady
Carnarvon provides recipes, tips and inspiration from her
kitchen so that readers can bring a quintessentially British
festive spirit to their own home. Lady Carnarvon divulges
the secret to perfectly flakey mince pies, the proper way to
wrap presents so that you and your guests are guaranteed a
Christmas to remember. Lavish, celebratory and utterly
enchanting, Christmas at Highclere is celebration of one of
the UK's most beloved historic houses and is the perfect
gift for any Downton Abbey fan.
When Bowser the Hound gets lost in the Green Forest, Blacky
the Crow and other animals decide to help him.
Recipes and traditions from the real Downton Abbey
How to Create Rigorous and Engaging Learning Experiences
Paranormal Dating Agency
Stronger
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Blackest Red
Hedwig and the Angry Inch
He’s looking for his mate. She just wants to have fun. Sweet and curvy, Leya Tremayne is
tired of being a shoulder to cry on for the men in her life. Determined to shed her image,
she goes on a tropical vacation with plans to let her hair down. She meets Marcus Devlin
and is instantly attracted to the devastatingly handsome stranger. He is exactly the type of
man she needs to help her build her new image. Can she handle a one-night stand with this
rugged Bear Shifter or will she lose her heart in the process? Marcus Devlin is looking for
his true fated mate. After months of searching, he is just about ready to give up when
destiny lands in his lap. Literally. After rescuing the beautiful blonde tourist from an
untimely accident, Marcus knows instinctively that she’s the one. He just has to convince
her!
His Devil's Mercy is book 4 in the Club Devil's Cove Series "Horny, baby?” Horny was
putting it mildly. Max was a weakness, her body refused to give up. Her life, for one reason
or another always circled back to him. Sometimes he saved her. Sometimes she saved him.
“Whatever makes you think I’m done with you, baby?” Max was also insatiable—a ferocious
lover and a devilish Dom. Fantasy material as he was, for a lot of subs at the Club Devil’s
Cove, his hungry eyes were squarely on Joanne, who wore kink like she was born for it. She
brought out something in him that no one else could. Max wanted to keep her safe from the
danger still looming on the horizon. But who would save her . . . from Max? “Mercy? When
it comes to you and me, there’s no mercy, luv. For neither of us.” As the dance of passion
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ensues, Max and Joanne must find the trust and resilience to weather the storm headed
their way. The decisions that Max makes now, will decide the difference between life and
death. Will he find the strength to deliver them through the vicious spiral of lies and
espionage? Or will their hopes crash and burn? And ultimately, who will save them . . .
from themselves? Editor’s Note: Best one. Yet. Excuse the typos in this book.
#OneHandEdit #HornyMax Although each couple achieves their HEA in every book they
should be read in order for best reader experience as there is a back storyline throughout
the series.
Her blood sings to them; a melody no supernatural can ignore. From the NYT bestselling
author of A TERRIBLE LOVE, comes the intense continuation of ANGELIC BLOOD.
The name on the screen was "Absinthe." But I knew her as the sultry voice blowing up my
phone for late night chats about Proust and Hemingway interspersed between the filthiest
little ... conversations. We'd never met. Until the day she walked into my office, her cherry
lips wrapped around a candy apple sucker and an all too familiar voice that said, "You
wanted to see me, Principal Hawthorne?"
Stand Firm
Recon Bear
Silence is Golden
The Girl of His Dreams
Basil, a tragedy. 1
Christmas at Highclere
This new kind of dictionary reflects the use of “rhythm rhymes” by rappers, poets, and songwriters of
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today. Users can look up words to find collections of words that have the same rhythm as the original
and are useable in ways that are familiar to us in everything from vers libre poetry to the lyrics and
music of Bob Dylan and hip hop groups.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free
State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until
happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested
that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
For vet and animal whisperer Charli Avers, talking to bears is all in a day's work. But when she finds a
man--a very sexy, very alpha man--where a bear ought to be, the wild comes close to home. Charli is
drawn to this mysterious stranger. She wants to help him piece together the past he can't
remember--even if that means shedding her human misgivings and embracing her more carnal desires.
After shifting from bear to man, Barry believes he's finally found his mate. Now he just needs to find
himself. He doesn't know much about the animal within him, but his human heart aches for Charli. She
ignites his instincts to protect her from all danger--including their electric attraction. The stakes climb as
Charli investigates the mystery behind Barry's memory loss and how it may relate to strange sightings
and thefts in this little corner of Oregon. Without answers, she may lose Barry--and herself--to the wild
side forever.
Open wide! Dentists care for people's teeth. Give readers the inside scoop on what it's like to be a
dentist. Readers will learn what dentists do, the tools they use, and how people get this exciting job.
Storm and Silence
Miss Fix-It
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My Guardian Gryphon (Sanctuary, Texas #6)
A Series of Plays, in which it is Attempted to Delineate the Stronger Passions of the Mind, Each Passion
Being the Subject of A Tragedy and A Comedy
My Movie Business

One handywoman.One single dad.One set of twins.And the wall
isn't the only thing being drilled...I learned the hard way that
being a handywoman isn't easy. The questions, the stares--the
assumption I'm the proud owner of a cock and balls. Not that it
matters. I've proven over and over that I'm ready for anything
the judgmental asses throw at me.Except the hot, single dad of
twins who just moved to town.Brantley Cooper gets the shock of
his life when I show up on his doorstep to fix up his kids' new
rooms. His son is confused why 'the pretty lady has a drill,'
and his daughter has a new obsession--me.On paper, my job is
easy. Go in, do their bedrooms, and leave.In theory, I'm
spending eight hours a day with a guarded, sexy as hell guy, and
I'm staying for dinner more often than I'm eating it alone, on
my couch, with Friends re-runs.I shouldn't be staying for
dinner. I shouldn't be helping him out with the twins. I
shouldn't be falling in love with tiny toes and dimpled
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cheeks.And I most definitely should not be kissing my
client.Oops...MISS FIX-IT is a brand-new, standalone romantic
comedy from New York Times bestselling author, Emma Hart, who
brought you BEING BROOKE and CATCHING CARLY.
Freedom - that is what Lilly Linton wants most in life. Not
marriage, not a brood of squalling brats, and certainly not
love, thank you very much But freedom is a rare commodity in
19th-century London, where girls are expected to spend their
lives sitting at home, fully occupied with looking pretty. Lilly
is at her wits' end - until a chance encounter with a dark,
dangerous and powerful stranger changes her life forever...
Enter the world of Mr Rikkard Ambrose, where the only rule is:
Knowledge is power is time is money Winner of the People's
Choice Award 2015
Receiving a text from Sasha, my girlfriend, at work was always
risky. Especially when she wanted to know if her girlfriend was
horny. A short and sweet (and filthy) story.
A history of the UK’s regional inequalities, and why they matter
Differences between England’s North and South continue to shape
national politics, from attitudes to Brexit and the electoral
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collapse of Labour’s ‘Red Wall’ to Whitehall’s experimentation
with regional pandemic lockdowns. Why is this fault line such a
persistent feature of the English landscape? The Northern
Question is a history of England seen in the unfamiliar light of
a northern perspective. While London is the capital and the
centre for trade and finance, the proclaimed leader of the
nation, northern England has always seemed like a different
country. In the nineteenth century its industrializing society
appeared set to bring a political revolution down upon
Westminster and the City. Tom Hazeldine recounts how subsequent
governments put finance before manufacturing, London ahead of
the regions, and austerity before reconstruction.
Taming the Beast
Bear Shifter Romance
His Devil's Mercy
A Billionaire Seal Story
Sociology Unlocked
Bearly in Control
Silent. Cold. Chiselled perfection. That is Rikkard Ambrose, the most
powerful business mogul in Great Britain. Free-spirited. Fiery.
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Definitely not attracted to the aforementioned business mogul. That is
Lilly Linton, his personal secretary and secret weapon. The two have
been playing a cat and mouse game for months. So far, Lilly has been
able to fight down and deny her attraction to Mr Ambrose. But what
happens when suddenly, the dark secrets of his past begin to surface
and they are forced to go on a perilous journey into the SouthAmerican jungle? A journey they can only survive if they band
together? Volume three of the award-winning Storm and Silence series.
Nessa Baxter's about to get everything she wants. A close friend has
offered Nessa her dream job as his personal chef. But can Gerri
Wilder, Nova Aurora's matchmaking miracle-worker, find Nessa her dream
mate?After years of waiting, Nessa's pretty sure she's a lost cause.
But then she meets strong, sexy Gaius, a bear shifter bachelor whose
skills with his tools will be instrumental in building her the kitchen
of her dreams. Lonely and aloof, the dominating former Arena Champion
seems the perfect match for strong-willed Nessa. But if that were
true, wouldn't the matchmaker they've both placed their trust in have
matched them up already?Gerri's silence is telling; Nessa doesn't want
to get close to anyone she's not going to have a future with, and
Gaius isn't sure he's ready to have a future with anyone at all. The
trouble is, the bossy she-bear has lit a fire in him that can't easily
be quenched, and her skills in the kitchen are going straight to his
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heart.Author's Note: This book takes place prior to the events of "Hot
Wings" but can be read as a standalone.
Fear makes us stronger and we become Unbreakable. As the President of
The Kings of Retribution MC, Jake Delane has dedicated his life to his
family and watched his Club flourish. Seeing his brothers find strong
women to stand at their sides unearthed buried feelings of loss;
making the idea of never finding love again more absolute. Until a
beautiful and fierce redhead moved to town. Making Grace his became
Jake's mission. Loving her became his reason to breathe. Hiding from
her past, Grace finds refuge in the small town of Polson. As time
passes, the secrets she keeps hidden become a necessary burden she
must carry in order to protect the most important person in her life.
When she finds herself falling in love with the President of the local
MC, Grace does the only thing she can; She runs.
THE STORY: This groundbreaking Obie-winning Off-Broadway smash also
won multiple awards for its hit film adaptation. It tells the story of
internationally ignored song stylist Hedwig Schmidt, a fourth-wall
smashing East German rock 'n' roll godde
Absinthe
Unbreakable
Book 1 in the Titans Series
Blood Enchantment (A Rejected Mate Shifter New Adult / Teen Romance)
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Cara has an admitted problem with hot men, falling so deeply and so quickly
under their spell that she loses a little bit of herself with each toxic relationship
that always seems to end badly. Every man in her young life thus far has let her
down - her high school sweetheart, a college fling, and most of all her selfcentered playboy father. She's determined not to be a sucker for a handsome face
and a hard body any longer, and has stuck to her guns for more than two years.
And then she meets Dante.Dante knows he has no business messing with cute
little Cara. For one thing she works for his best friend, and more importantly she's
all kinds of wrong for him - too young, too innocent, too kindhearted. And given
the mood he's in these days - after the woman he was ready to propose to chose
her career over him - a sweetheart like Cara should be running as fast as she can
in the opposite direction.But the only place Cara wants to run is right into Dante's
arms and stay a good long while. Will he wind up being the one for her - or is she
destined yet again for another heartbreak?
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